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1. Introduction

2. Preliminaries

We recall some material needed to construct classifying maps out of stratified
spaces.

2.1. Striation sheaves and ∞-categories. Let ∆ denote the simplex category,
and pSh(∆) denote Sp-valued preheaves on ∆.1 It is well-known that

Cat∞ ≃ pShcSegal(∆)

Date: 13th July 2022.
1Unless otherwise specified, all (pre)sheaves are Sp-valued, i.e. valued in the ∞-category of spaces.
Script initials indicate ∞-categories. We use the term ‘∞-category’ in the sense of Joyal or Lurie
([Lur09]; [Lur]), i.e. to mean a quasi-category, a simplicial set that satisfies the Kan condition
for inner horns. For (∞, 0)-categories (by which we mean Kan complexes) we reserve the term
‘∞-groupoid’. When we work with a complete Segal space, we call it an ‘∞-category’ also.
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([JT07]; [Toë05]) where the right hand side denotes complete Segal spaces. It was
shown in [AFR18a] that

Stri ≃ pShcSegal(∆),

where Stri ⊂ pSh(Strat) denotes striation sheaves on the ordinary category of strat-
ified spaces. These are presheaves which satisfy a set of properties that generalise
the complete-Segal axioms from ∆ to Strat, and are also locally-constant when
restricted to smooth manifolds along Mnf

K×−−−−→ Strat for any stratified space K
[AFR18a, §4]. The latter condition is called constructibility, and is equivalent to
being stratified-homotopy invariant; see [AFR18a, §2] and below. The map

st∗ : Stri
∼−→ pShcSegal(∆)

is given by restriction along the opposite of the standard cosimplicial space functor
st : ∆ −→ Strat that to [p] attaches ∆p = (C

p
(∗) → [p]), the p-fold closed cone on

the point with its natural iterative stratification. We wrote st∗ instead of (stop)∗.

2.2. Exit paths. The right-adjoint st∗ to st∗ at F is given by RanstopF . As Sp is
complete, st∗F at a stratified space X can be computed as a limit over constX ↓ F .
Expressed more economically, we have

st∗F(X) ≃ Sp(Ex(X),F),

where the exit-path functor

Ex : Strat → pSh(∆)

is the composition

Strat
Yoneda−−−−→ pSh(Strat)

st∗−−→ pSh(∆).

Note that the naïve Yoneda embedding does not give Sp-valued presheaves; ‘Yoneda’
here takes X to (Y 7→ Strat(Y,X)), after taking X,Y canonically from Strat
to Strat, where Strat ≃ Strat[H−1] with H denoting stratified homotopy equi-
valences.2 In fact, Ex factors through striation sheaves and lands therefore in
complete Segal spaces, and so induces after localisation a functor Ex : Strat →
pShcSegal(∆) ≃ Cat∞.

2.3. Extended simplices, stratified homotopies. Let us define the cosimplicial
space ∆•

e : ∆ → Mnf ↪→ Strat, where Mnf ↪→ Strat includes smooth manifolds by
stratifying by connected components, i.e. with π0(M) as the (discrete) stratifying
poset, M → π0(M) the projection. One sets ∆p

e = {(x0, . . . , xp) ∈ Rp+1 :
∑

xk =
1}. To δi : [n] ↪→ [n+ 1], which skips the i’th entry in [n+ 1], one assigns(

(xk)k≤n 7→ (x0, . . . , xi−1, 0, xi, . . . , xn)
)
.

To σi : [n+ 1] ↠ [n], which sends i− 1, i 7→ i− 1, one assigns(
(xk)k≤n+1 7→ (x0, . . . , xi−2, xi−1 + xi, xi+1, . . . , xn+1)

)
.

Hence, in general, the j’th image-coordinate is the sum of those source-coordinates
whose indices hit j, with the empty sum understood to be zero.

Given maps f, g : X → Y , a stratified homotopy H : X × R → Y is easily defined
using a time coordinate in ∆1

e = (R → ∗), rather than [0, 1] = (C(∗) → [1]),

2See [AFR18a] for an independent definition of Strat.
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by asking H|X×{0} = f , H|X×{1} = g.3 Higher homotopies, similarly, have time
coordinates in Rp ≃ ∆p

e. From now on, we will write δ∗i , σ∗
i for pullbacks in the ∆•

e

direction, and instead equivalently ask, for notational ease, that δ∗0H = f , δ∗1H = g,
and similarly for higher homotopies. This corresponds to simply exchanging 0 and
1 for a 1-homotopy, etc.

2.4. Vector bundles. The notion of a (conically-smooth) vector bundle V → X
over X was defined in [AFR18a]. For simplicity, all our vector bundles will have
finite rank. We now consider the complete Segal space Vect↪→ : ∆op → Sp which
sends [p] to the space of length-(p+1) fibrewise injective sequences (V0 → · · · → Vp)
of vector bundles over ∆•

e, in the following sense. Denoting by V p
k a length-(p+1)

sequence over ∆k
e , and omitting p if it is clear or fixed, we define Vect↪→ as follows:

Definition 2.1.

• Points of Vect↪→[p] are sequences V0; a path from V0 to W0 is a sequence P1

with δ∗0P1 = V0, δ∗1P1 = W0; a path P1 → Q1 between paths P ,Q : V0 →
W0 is a sequence L2 with δ∗0L = P , δ∗1L = Q; and similarly for higher
paths.

• On δk : [n] ↪→ [n + 1], we ask that δ∗k := Vect↪→(δk) : Vect
↪→[n + 1] →

Vect↪→[n] send a point (V0 → · · · → Vn+1) to the point

(V0 → · · · → V̂k → · · ·Vn+1)

with the arrows around V̂k composed; a path P1 : V0 → V ′
0 to the path

(P0 → · · · → P̂k → · · · → Pn+1) : δ
∗
kV0 → δ∗kV

′
0 ;

and so on. On σi : [n + 1] ↠ [n], σ∗
i := Vect↪→(σi) sends (P0 → · · · → Pn)

to

(P0 → · · · → Pi−2 → Pi−1
id−→ Pi−1 → Pi → · · · → Pn).

Remark. Technically, we haven’t defined what the ‘pullbacks’ in the first point of
2.1 are along. We may say that Vect↪→[p] is of type ∆op → Set, sending [k] to the
set of length-(p + 1) fibrewise injective sequences of vector bundles over ∆k

e , and
[l] → [k] to the (ordinary) pullback of the along ∆l

e → ∆k
e . In this sense, δ∗0P1, for

instance, is indeed the restriction of P1 to the singleton {1} ⊂ ∆1
e, seen as a bundle

over ∆0
e; similarly for higher paths.

Definition 2.2. We call

st∗Vect
↪→(X) = Sp(Ex(X),Vect↪→)

the space of (↪→-)constructible vector bundles on X.

Notation 1. We will sometimes write V (resp. V) for Vect (resp. Vect).

3One may still think of the smooth R-coordinate as a smooth [0, 1]-coordinate, as a smooth map
out of [0, 1] by definition comes with the requirement that there be a (non-specified) smooth open
extension of the map around [0, 1] ⊂ R; hence ‘extended’.
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As is easily seen, we have an equivalence BO ≃ V∼ of ∞-groupoids, so, on smooth
manifolds, ∼-constructible vector bundles correspond exactly to ordinary vector
bundles.

Definition 2.3. We call Bun[p] := |Bun[p][•]|• := |{X cbl−−→ ∆p ×∆•
e}|• the space

of (constructible) bundles over ∆p. A point is a constructible bundle X → ∆p;
a path X0 → X1 is a bundle X01 → ∆p × ∆1

e with δ∗0X01 = X0, δ∗1X01 = X1 as
bundles over ∆p = ∆p ×∆0

e, and similarly for higher paths. Pullbacks in the first
argument are given by restriction.

Construction 2.4. Each constructible bundle f : X cbl−−→ B gives a functor f̂ : Ex(B) →
Bun in pShcSegal(∆), called the B-point corresponding to f , by restrictions, as fol-
lows. At [p], we define f̂ [p] : Strat(∆p, B) → Bun[p], on γ : ∆p ×∆l

e → B, by

f̂ [p]γ := (γ∗(X
f−→ B)

cbl−−→ ∆p ×∆l
e),

using the fact that constructible bundles pull back to constructible bundles.

2.5. Stratified paths. Before we proceed, we need to collect some facts on paths.
Let X = (X → P ) be a stratified space. We will use the generic stratum indices
p, q ∈ P . There is an explicit description of Ex(X) at the level of objects and
morphisms. Invertible and noninvertible morphisms therein differ in a fundamental
way. We start with the former.

Observation 2.5. The maximal ∞-subgroupoid of Ex(X) is the ∞-groupoid of the
space

∐
p Xp, i.e.

∐
p Ex(Xp).

Proof. For a stratified path γ : ∆1 = (C(∗) → [1]) → X, we will have γ(0) ∈ Xp

and γ(1) ∈ Xq for some p and q. Since 0 ∈ C(∗)0 and 1 ∈ (0, 1] = C(∗)1, we must
have p ⪯ q. If p ̸= q, then any inverse path γ−1 must satisfy γ−1(0) ∈ Xq and
γ−1(1) ∈ Xp, but γ−1 being stratified implies q ≺ p, which is impossible. So if γ
has an inverse, then p = q, which is tantamount to the statement. □

The space (Xp → Xq) of paths starting in Xp and ending in Xq is equivalent to
LinkXp

(X)q = LinkXp
(X) ∩Xq, as was observed by Ayala et al. We will prove it

briefly, circumventing some machinery developed by these authors.

If A,B are pointed stratified spaces, one writes Strat∗(A,B) for the pointed sector
of Strat(A,B). For any pointed stratified space (X,x) and a basic (B, 0) := (Ri ×
C(Z), (0, 0)) with Z compact stratified, we have:

Observation 2.6. For any neighbourhood U ⊂ X of x, inclusion induces an equi-
valence

Strat∗(B,U) ≃ Strat∗(B,X).

Proof. We may assume i = 0, since localising at stratified homotopies is equivalent
to localising at projections off − × Ri. Let now f : C(Z) → X with f(0) = x
be given, and consider f−1U ⊃ {0}. Pick a rescaling ϕ : C(Z) × R → C(Z) such
that ϕ(0,−) ≡ x, together with some t ≥ 0 such that ϕt′(C(Z)) ⊂ f−1U for all
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t′ > t (any rescaling that is strictly monotonous with respect to inclusion after some
nonnegative time will do), pick some such pair t′ > t, and smoothly reparametrise
the R component such that t′ = 1, t = 0. Now, H = f ◦ ϕ is a homotopy from f to
a map that factors through U .4 □

Let i0 : [0] ↪→ [p] denote the inclusion at 0.

Corollary 2.7. We have ({x} → X) ≃ Linkx(X).

Proof. The Observation still applies with C(Z) as B. Consider the case Z = ∗,
i.e. Strat∗(C(Z), X). Fixing some neighbourhood of x of type U = Rj × C(K),
we have Strat∗(C(∗), X) ≃ Strat∗(C(∗),Rj ×C(K)). Now, we are interested in the
latter space with the constant path removed, which leaves, after cancelling the Rj-
component and identifying a path γ : [0, 1] → C(K), γ(0) = 0, with its endpoint
γ(1) ∈ K = {t} ×K (which holds for some t ̸= 0, its exact value being immaterial
up to homotopy): Strat(∗,K) ≃ K ≃ Link0(C(K)) ≃ Linkx(X). The last two
equivalences are standard. □

Passing from {x} to Xp and finally taking q-components gives the claim. We record
it for future reference:

Corollary 2.8. We have (Xp → Xq) ≃ LinkXp
(X)q.

Example 2.9. Consider X = R2 with distinguished subspaces R = {y = 0} ⊂ R2,
{0} ⊂ R. This describes the stratified space s : X → P with P = {0 ≤ 1 ≤ 2}5 and

X0 = {0}, X1 = R, X2 = R2 \ R.

Then LinkX0(X) ≃ S1 and LinkX1(X) ≃ R⨿ R, in particular:

(X0 → X1) ≃ S0, (X0 → X2) ≃ R⨿ R, (X1 → X2) ≃ R⨿ R.

Remark 2.10. Observation 2.6 is not true on closed cones whose both ends are
required to be sent to x; e.g. for B = C(∗) = [0, 1], and X = M a smooth manifold,
a loop in Strat∗(B,M) of course need not be homotopable to one within an arbitrary
neighbourhood of its base point, as this would be tantamount to contractibility.
Still, if C(Z)|1 is not required to be sent to x, the statement for B = C(Z) remains
true by a similar argument.

2.6. Absolute exit paths and the constructible tangent bundle. Given
p : X

cbl−−→ B, consider the corresponding B-point p̂ : Ex(B) → Bun from 2.4, and
the pushforward p∗ := (p ◦ −) : Ex(X) → Ex(B).

Lemma 2.11. The fibre of p∗ at some γ : ∆k → B is equivalent to the space of
sections ∆k → γ∗X of p̂(γ).

4In order to conform to the conventions of 2.3 perfectly, one can again reparametrise R such that
t and t′ switch places.
5Stratifying posets are equipped with the Alexandrov topology, i.e. downward-closed subsets are
closed.
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Proof. For simplicity, we consider only ⋆ = k, • = 0 in explicit detail. If the bundle
p̂(γ) : γ∗X → ∆k has a section s : ∆k → γ∗X, the composition

Γ: ∆k s−→ γ∗X
pr−→ X

defines a point in Ex(X)[k][0] with p∗Γ = p ◦ pr ◦ s = γ ◦ p̂(γ) ◦ s = γ. Conversely,
if Γ: ∆k → X in Ex(X)[k][0] is given, with pushforward γ := p∗Γ: ∆

k → B in
Ex(B)[k][0], then the pullback of X along γ can be computed in two steps via the
following commutative diagram:

Γ∗(X ×B X)

��

// X ×B X //

��

X

��

∆k // X // B.

Thus Γ∗(X ×B X) ≃ γ∗X by the pasting law, as both little squares are pullback
squares. Now, the diagonal section X → X×BX induces a map s : ∆k → Γ∗(X×B

X) ≃ γ∗X via the universal property of Γ∗(X ×B X) by the map id × (diag ◦
Γ): ∆k −→ ∆k ×X ×B X. That s is a section is precisely the commutativity of the
lower triangle in the diagram

∆k

id

!!

diag◦Γ

((

s

%%

Γ∗(X ×B X)

��

// X ×B X

��

∆k Γ // X.

diag

UU

We have Γ ≃ pr ◦ s : ∆k → X, as desired. We leave it to the reader the check that
this correspondence extends in both the ⋆ and • directions. □

We continue with a map p : X
cbl−−→ B. Lemma 2.11 recovers [AFR18a, 0.0.3= 6.4.3],

once we recall the so-called absolute exit-path category.

Definition 2.12. We call Exit = |Exit[⋆][•]|• the absolute exit-path category,
defined exactly like Bun in 2.3, except that all bundle maps are required to be
equipped with sections. Forgetting sections defines a functor Exit → Bun.

We will blackbox the fact that Bun and Exit are indeed striation sheaves, hence
∞-categories.

Corollary 2.13. Ex(X) is a pullback in ∞-categories of Exit → Bun along p̂ : Ex(B) →
Bun.

As is clear from the proof of 2.11, the projection map Ex(X) → Exit is given by
the bundle X ×B X ⇄ X. We will write Diag = DiagX : Ex(X) → Exit for this
map.

Any vector bundle has a section, the 0-section.
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There is a symmetric monoidal functor

T : Exit → Vect↪→,

called the constructible tangent bundle, that can be characterised uniquely in
invariant language. Below, we will only recall a rather explicit description that will
suffice for our purposes.

A stratified space X considered as a bundle X → ∗ induces an X-point of Exit, i.e.
a functor Ex(X) → Exit. We will denote the composition with T by

TX : Ex(X) → Vect↪→.

In general, we will write T(X→B) for the map Ex(X) → Vect↪→, since the interme-
diate map Ex(X) → Exit depends on (X → B) and not just on X.

Recall that the strata of a stratified space are smooth manifolds. Hence, as LinkY X
is again a stratified space, each (LinkY X)p is a smooth manifold. It is enough to
describe TX on the objects Xp and, using 2.8, on the morphism spaces Lpq :=
(LinkXpX)q. We will now recall such a description, and use it below. Let X be a
stratified space considered as a bundle X → ∗.

Theorem 2.14 ([AFR18b]).

(1) The functor TX restricts on a stratum Xp to the classifying map of TXp.

(2) It induces the following span of bundle maps over Lpq:

TLpq

{{ ##
∗TXp

∗TXq

where the left-superscript ∗ indicates a pulled back bundle on Lpq. More
precisely, the left map is the differential of the canonical projection Lpq →
Xp, and the right map is the differential of the (canonical-up-to-contractible-
choice) composition

Lpq ↪→ Lpq × (−1, 1) ↪→ Xq,

the embedding of a tubular neighbourhood of Xp into Xq, restricted to the
link.

(3) Up to the contractible choice of a riemannian metric, TX restricts on the
morphism space Lpq to the following bundle map over Lpq:

∗TXp → TLpq → ∗TXq.

In the last point above, one first considers the map (∗TXp)
∨ → (TLpq)

∨ dual to
the left leg of the span above. Then, a riemannian metric identifies this with a map
∗TXp → TLpq.

We will now work out some examples, and then move on to the first main topic of
the present paper.
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2.7. Examples. In the first example, we elaborate a little bit on a discussion
already present in [AFR18b], bypassing the use of parallel transport. We then
consider two typical defects in euclidean space.

2.7.1. Hemispherically-stratified disks. Consider the unit 1-disk D1 with 0d strata
{−1}, {1}; and its interior (−1, 1) as the single 1d stratum. Similarly, consider D2

with the same 0d strata as D1; with two 1d strata, the interiors of the lower and
upper hemispheres; and a single 2d stratum, the interior D2 \ ∂D2. We list these
strata, in the given order, as follows:

D1
(0,−), D1

(0,+), D1
▷,

and
D2

(0,−), D2
(0,+), D2

(1,−), D2
(1,+), D2

▷.

This describes the hemispherical stratifications on D1 and D2. The stratifying
posets are respectively P hem

1 := B▷
1 and P hem

2 := B▷
2 , the respective right-cones

(obtained by adjoining a new maximal element) on the posets B1 := [0]× {±} and
B2 := [1] × {±} (‘B’ for ‘Boundary’). Here, Bn has the partial order given by
declaring

(i, σ) ≤ (j, σ′) if

{
i < j and irrespective of σ, σ′

i = j and σ = σ′ simultaneously.

One can define Bn, P hem
n := B▷

n analogously for larger n, and hemispherically-
stratify Dn accordingly. For the adjoined maximal element we write ▷ ∈ P hem.
Finally, we will write P hem for P hem

n if n is clear. For the rest of this example, we
will drop the ‘hem’s.

Set Dn := (Dn → P ). We have TDn |p ≃ TDn
p for the restriction to the p-stratum

for any p ∈ P . For simplicity, we now restrict to n = 2. With regard to morphisms,
we note that since all strata are contractible, we have Lpq ≃ ∗ if Dn

p ⊂ Dn
q , and

Lpq = ∅ otherwise:

Lp ̸=▷,▷ ≃ ∗, L(0,±),(0,∓) = ∅, L(0,±),(1,±) ≃ ∗.

Now, Lp̸=▷,▷ → Ar(V↪→) = Fun([1],V↪→) classifies the composite bundle map

π∗
pTD2

p ≃ (π∗
pTD2

p)
∨ → (TLp,▷)

∨ ≃ TLp,▷ ↪→ TLp,▷ ⊕ ε1 → γ∗
▷TD2

▷ ≃ R2

over Lp,▷, which is equivalent to

0 ↪→ R2 if p = (0,±),

R −⊕0
↪−−−→ R2 if p = (1,±).

Similarly, L(0,±),(1,±) classifies 0 ↪→ R.

2.7.2. 3-space with a line defect. Consider X := R3
| = (R3 → [1]) where X0 is a line

and X1 = Xc
0 , the complement. We have L01 ≃ S1 ×R. Using T (S1 ×R) ≃ TS1 ×

TR, the map π0 : L01 → S1 induces the coordinate projection TS1 × TR → TR,
which we will consider as the bundle map

TL01 ≃ TS1 ⊕ ε1L01
→ ε1L01

≃ π∗
0TR.

Employing the standard riemannian metric, this is equivalent to

ε1
0⊕−
↪−−−→ TS1 ⊕ ε1.
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Next, let γ1 : L01
−×0
↪−−−→ L01×R ↪→ X1 embed the link into a tubular neighbourhood

of S1, minus the core line X0 itself. Postcomposing with the induced map TS1⊕ε1 ≃
TL01

∼
↪−→ γ∗

1TX1, and observing X1 ≃ L01 × R, we obtain

ε1 ↪→ TL01
∼
↪−→ γ∗

1 (TS
1 ⊕ ε2) ≃ γ∗

1TS
1 ⊕ ε2,

which is the bundle map classified by L01. Fibrewise, this map is equivalent to

0⊕ id⊕ 0.

This result extends mutatis mutandis to 3-spaces with any number of nonintersect-
ing line defects.

2.7.3. 3-space with a circle defect. Consider X := R3
◦ = (R3 → [1]) where X0 is a

circle and X1 = Xc
0 , the complement. We have L01 ≃ T 2, and π0 : L01 → S1 (say,

the first coordinate projection) again induces a coordinate projection

TL01 ≃ TS1 ⊕ TS1 → π∗
0TS

1.

Note that π∗
0TS

1 ≃ TS1 × ε0S1 , which we will denote, by abuse of notation, by
TS1.6 After dualising, Tπ0 is equivalent to

TS1 × ε0S1

id⊕0
↪−−−→ TL01.

Similarly to the previous examples, we have γ∗
1TX1 ≃ TL01 ⊕ ε1, so L01 classifies

the bundle morphism
TS1 id⊕0⊕0

↪−−−−−→ TL01 ⊕ ε1.

3. Structure groups

3.1. Reductions and extensions. Let X be a stratified space, and v : Ex(X) →
V↪→ classify a vector bundle on X. The following definition appears in [AFR18b].

Definition 3.1. An ∞-category over V↪→, b : B → V↪→, is called a tangential
structure, and a lift tBX : Ex(X) → B of v to B, together with a homotopy tBX
from the composition Ex(X) → B → V↪→ to TX : Ex(X) → V↪→, is called a B-
reduction on v. If B → V↪→ is in particular a right-fibration, it is called solid.
Diagrammatically:

B

Ex(X) V↪→
TX

tBX
btBX

This data describes ‘exactly’, up to well-defined ∞-categorical ambiguity, an object
in the functor-∞-category from Ex(X) to B in the over-∞-category over V↪→. Thus,

B-red(X) := Map/V↪→(Ex(X),B).

For more detail, see ?? below. By

TB
X ∈ B-red(X)

6This denotes now a bundle over L01.
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we therefore mean the data of a lift tBX as above as well as a homotopy b◦ tBX ≃ TX .
We sometimes denote by TB

X also only b ◦ tBX if the homotopy is canonical or
implicit or unimportant, such as when B is a product tangential structure (see e.g.
5.3 below).

Remark 3.2. Instead of reductions, one could also talk about extensions in the
more familiar terms of principal bundles. Say X is a smooth n-manifold, so TX

factors through BO(n) ↪→ V∼ ↪→ V↪→ by virtue of Ex(X)’s being an ∞-groupoid,
and classifies the (orthonormal) frame bundle O(M). Say B = BH and b = Bb
for b : H → O(n) a map of Lie groups. Then, the lift to B defines a principal
H-bundle Q on X, the b-reduction of O(M), and the composition of the lift with
b : B → V↪→ is the b-extension Q×b O(n), the associated principal O(n)-bundle. A
homotopy that commutes the lifting diagram above is then precisely an isomorphism
Q ×b O(n)

∼−→ O(M). This need not be a contractible choice. For instance, there
is a unique lift to B∗ = ∗, so the associated bundle is also unique, but inequivalent
framings correspond to inequivalent isomorphisms as above.

3.2. Variframings.

Definition 3.3. Recall the local dimension functor dim: Ex(X) → Z≥0, which
sends a point to the local (Lebesgue) dimension of the stratum in which the point
lies, and is defined on morphisms in the obvious way.

Definition 3.4. The tangential structure ε• : Z≥0 → V↪→, which sends i 7→ Ri

and (i ≤ j) 7→ (− ⊕ 0: Ri ↪→ Rj), is called the variframing tangential structure,
denoted by vfr.

Definition 3.5. Post-composition of ε• with its left-inverse, the dimension functor
V↪→ → Z≥0, gives a vector bundle εdimX : Ex(X) → V↪→, called the (stratified)
trivial bundle.

A variframing (that is, a vfr-reduction) on X (that is, on TX) is tantamount to a
natural equivalence εdimX ≃ TX .

Besides giving a framing on each stratum, a variframing also provides compatibility
between strata via the links. Namely, let f be a variframing εdimX

∼−→ TX . Since
Lpq ≃ Ar(Ex(X))|Xp×Xq , we will have an induced map

f |Lpq
: Lpq → Equiv(εdimX , TX)|Xp×Xq

,

where the restriction in the target is meant in the obvious way. That is, f gives,
after introducing a metric, a commutative square

ε
Dp

Lpq

εdim|Lpq
//

∼

��

ε
Dq

Lpq

∼

��

π∗
pTXp

TX |Lpq
// γ∗

qTXq

of bundle maps over Lpq. Here, Dk := dim(Xk). Since the top horizontal map in-
cludes as first coordinates, these squares expresses the requirement that the framing
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‘split’, though not directly in the usual sense but rather over the link. Due to the
existence of a nonvanishing inward pointing vector field on the boundary of a clas-
sical manifold with boundary (X, ∂X), hence the fact, setting X := (X → [1]) with
X0 = ∂X and X1 = X \ ∂X, that L01 ≃ ∂X, we see that this recovers the usual
notion of a framing split over the boundary. In fact, a variframing on (X, ∂) is the
same as a framing on X, ∂X and R such that the restriction of the former to a
tubular neighbourhood of ∂X is the product framing induced by the latter two.

3.3. General reductions.

3.4. Right-fibration replacements and solid reductions.

3.5. Exodromy.

4. Reductions

We base the shape of our Morita theory on the framed ‘base case’ given in [Sch14].
This was originally proposed and explained in [Lur08]. Scheimbauer provides the
details of a definition of Algn = (Algn)•1,...,•n

, an n-fold (complete) Segal space, or
Morita (∞, n)-category of En-algebras and higher homotopy-modules, with coef-
ficients in a suitable symmetric-monoidal ∞-category T. It is a particular ar-
rangement of locally-constant stratified factorisaton algebras, and we adopt this
approach. First, therefore, we articulate the particular notions of factorisation
algebra our context demands.

Let b : B → V↪→ be a tangential structure. Let X be a stratified B-space, i.e. with a
B-reduction TB

X of its tangent bundle. Consider a stratified B-space U = (U, TB
U ),

and an open embedding U
ι
↪−→ X such that the following diagram homotopy-

commutes:

Ex(U)

ι∗

��

$$
++Exit // V↪→ Boo

Ex(X)

::
33

(1)

This amounts to asking TB
U ≃ TB

X ◦ ι∗, which we now make precise.

Remark 4.1. Here and below, we always use that a composition exists, and is unique
up to homotopy, and employ the standard abuse of notation of writing ‘◦’ and ‘the
composition’. See e.g. [Lur22, Tag 0043]. In fact, by a result of Joyal, composition
is unique up to a contractible choice [Lur22, Tag 007A]. Similarly, we implicitly
use standard facts such as compositions respecting homotopies [Lur22, Tag 0048],
and do not concern ourselves with the choice of composition.

Definition 4.2. Given a stratified open embedding ι : U ↪→ X, we define

ι∗ : B-red(X) → B-red(U)
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using the induced diagram

B

Ex(U) Ex(X) V↪→ι∗ TX

tBX
b

tBX◦ι∗

TU

tBX

Namely, ι∗TB
X is defined by the lift ι∗tBX := tBX ◦ ι∗ and the equivalence b∗ι

∗tBX ≃ TU

given by the composition of the equivalences in the diagram. We write ι∗tBX for
the latter. The bottom 2-equivalence classifies the (stratified) derivative dι : TU

∼−→
ι∗TX , which is stratum-wise the ordinary derivative, and is induced by the latter
over links.

Definition 4.3. A stratified open embedding ι : U ↪→ X, together with an equi-
valence eι : T

B
U ≃ ι∗TB

X within B-red(U) is called a B-open in X. The space
B-openX(ι) of B-open-structures on ι is defined to be

B-openX(ι) := Map∼/ι∗TB
X
(∗,B-red(U)).

We must justify Definition 4.3 by seeing that it reproduces the familiar notion of
equivalence of reductions of principal bundles in the trivially-stratified setting. To
this end, we must first understand the hom-space that eι inhabits. It can again be
expressed in an over-∞-category, or in this case as an over-∞-groupoid.

Notation 4.4. We denote by [−,−] the ∞-category of ∞-functors between the
arguments. We denote by J−,−K the hom-space (∞-groupoid) between two ob-
jects in an ∞-category. Both notions, as already remarked, are well-defined up to
equivalence, with contractible choice.

We should stress that this notation does not indicate taking connected components.
We will use absolute value symbols for that; see below.

Lemma 4.5. An equivalence

eι : T
B
U

∼−→ ι∗TB
X in B-red(U)

is presented by

(1) an equivalence

ϵι : t
B
U

∼−→ ι∗tBX in [Ex(U),B],

(2) together with a homotopy

eι : ι
∗tBX ◦ b∗ϵι

∼−→ tBU in Jb∗tBU , TU K[Ex(U),V↪→].
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Proof. By [Lur09, Prop. 5.5.5.12] dualised from under to over, B-red(U) is the
homotopy fibre that fits the ∞-pullback diagram

B-red(U)

��

// [Ex(U),B]

b∗

��

∗
TU

// [Ex(U),V↪→]

The restriction to the relevant hom-space fits thus the ∞-pullback of ∞-groupoids

JTB
U , ι∗TB

X KB-red(U) JtBU , ι
∗tBXK[Ex(U),B]

∗ ≃ J∗, ∗K∗ JTU , TU K[Ex(U),V↪→]

b∗

idTU

where, given ϵι : t
B
U

∼−→ ι∗tBX , the induced equivalence

b∗ϵι : b∗t
B
U

∼−→ b∗ι
∗tBX within [Ex(U),V↪→]

is understood to be in JTU , TU K using the equivalences tBU : b∗t
B
U

∼−→ TU and ι∗tBX : b∗ι
∗tBX

∼−→
TU specified by the chosen reductions TB

U and ι∗TB
X , respectively. Thus, given ϵι,

we are considering, up to a contractible choice involved in inversion, the diagram

b∗ι
∗tBX

b∗t
B
U TU

(tBU )−1

b∗ϵι
ι∗tBX

of equivalences within [Ex(U),V↪→] describing a loop at TU .

By the above, an equivalence eι : T
B
U

∼−→ ι∗TB
X of reductions is characterised by the

condition that this induced loop be homotopic to idTU
. Such a homotopy is the

same (again up to a contractible choice) as a 2-equivalence eι as in the diagram

(2)

b∗ι
∗tBX

b∗t
B
U TU

tBU

b∗ϵι
ι∗tBXeι

within [Ex(U),V↪→]. □

The precise data encoded by eι, which consists thus of two parts, is crucial for
geometric purposes. These parts play complementary roles in opposite geometries.
In terms of principal bundles:
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• The equivalence ϵι is an equivalence of the reduced B-bundles. It encodes
geometric information if b has nontrivial fibres, such as with (s)pin, product,
or solid tangential structures.

• The equivalence b∗ϵι ≃ idTU
is the equivariant commuting diagram of maps

to the tangent (frame) bundle out of the two corresponding extended V↪→-
bundles. It encodes geometric information if B is ‘trivial’, i.e. a 0-type,
such as with (vari)framings, in which case tBU ≃ ι∗tBX up to a contractible
choice, making ϵι trivial.

We explicate this translation in the following remark, as advertised.

Remark 4.6. In terms of principal bundles, an eι as above would, in the context of
3.2, amount to an isomorphism

Q×b O(n) ≃ (ι∗Q′)×b O(n)

over O(U) of principal O(n)-bundles on U , where Q is the given b-reduction on U ,
and Q′ the b-reduction on X. This is the same as an equivalence of reductions in
the classical sense, i.e. a map

f : Q → ι∗Q′

of H-bundles such that

rι∗Q′ ◦ f = rQ

with rQ : Q → O(U) the (b-equivariant) reduction on U , and

rι∗Q′ = ι∗rQ′ : ι∗Q′ → ι∗O(X) ≃ O(U)

(the b-equivariant) reduction on X pulled back onto U . The last equivalence
O(U) ≃ ι∗O(X) on the associated vector bundles is given by the derivative of
ι. As this is canonical, we will denote this (and other such equivalences) by ‘=’
instead of ‘≃’. This will cause no confusion, as we employ ‘=’ otherwise only for
definitional equality.

Stratum-wise, 4.6 exhausts the geometric information. The new information is
along links. We illustrate this in an example.

Let X and U be variframed with variframings TB
X ∈ vfr(X), TB

U ∈ vfr(U), and let
ι : U ↪→ X be a vfr-open specified by an equivalence eι ∈ vfrU (T

vfr
U , ι∗T vfr

X ). Finally,
let Up, Uq be two strata of respective dimension Dp, Dq.

Observation 4.7. Up to contractible choice, eι is equivalent to a 3-equivalence
commuting the diagram

ε
Dp

LU
pq

ε
Dq

LU
pq
.

0q−p

tvfrU ι∗tvfrX

eι
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Proof. As we discussed, tvfrU ≃ ι∗tvfrX up to a contractible choice due to the hom-
spaces of Z≥0 being (−1)-types. This collapses the hypotenuse in 2, so eι is presen-
ted by an equivalence eι that fits7

εdimU TU

ι∗tvfrX

tvfrU

eι

Let Up, Uq be two strata and Dp, Dq their respective dimensions. We write again
p, q for the strata indices of X hit by the underlying poset map of ι applied to p, q.
Now, ι connects the two framings tvfrU , ιtvfrX , restricted for the moment only to the
strata, via dι as in the commutative diagram

ι∗π∗
Xε

Dp

Xp
ι∗π∗

XTXp ι∗TLX
pq

ε
Dp

Lpq
π∗ε

Dp

Up
π∗TUp TLU

pq

ι∗TLX
pq ⊕ ε1 ι∗γ∗

XTXq ι∗γ∗
Xε

Dq

Xq

TLU
pq ⊕ ε1 γ∗TUq γ∗ε

Dq

Uq
ε
Dq

LpqdγU ∼ ∼

dπU∼∼

∼ ∼

∼

∼

∼ ∼

d(ι◦π)

d(ι◦γ)

∼

∼

d(πX◦ι)

d(γX◦ι)

of bundle maps over LU
pq. After composition, and using the projections TLU/X ⊕

ε1 → TLU/X instead of the sections TLU/X ↪→ TLU/X ⊕ ε1, eι thus gives equival-
ences

TLU
pq ⊕ ε1

ε
Dp

LU
pq

ε
Dq

LU
pq

ι∗TLX
pq ⊕ ε1

dι⊕id

We read this diagram as depicting two spans between ε
Dp

LU and ε
Dq

LU , both with
roof TLU ⊕ ε1, where the second span factors via dι⊕ id through the intermediate
bottom span with roof ι∗TLX ⊕ ε1. We now (1) choose a metric, (2) reverse the
source arrow in each span while inverting dι ⊕ id (which is needed to reverse the
source arrow of the second span), (3) compose through TLU ⊕ ε1, (4) get induced
equivalences of bundle maps to the inclusion map 0q−p as first coordinates, provided

7This is in the reverse direction compared to said diagram, but this changes nothing up to a
contractible choice.
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by tBU and ι∗tBX , and finally (4) get a 3-equivalence of bundle maps over Lpq, ‘eι’ by
abuse of notation,

ε
Dp

LU
pq

ε
Dq

LU
pq

0q−p

tvfrU ι∗tvfrX

eι

which is equivalent to the data of eι up to contractible choice (since every choice
(1)–(4) is contractible). □

5. Ambient-compatibility

We will occasionally identify a B-open (U,α : U → X) (with eα implicit) with its
image under α, and sometimes denote it by Uα or simply by α.

Consider two B-opens α and β, such that Uα ⊆ Uβ , and denote this inclusion by ιαβ .
Then, the two maps (α)∗, β∗◦(ιαβ)∗ : Ex(Uα) → Ex(X) are canonically equivalent.
They are not the same, since ιαβ is short for the open embedding Uα ↪→ Uβ through
their images in X, i.e. ιαβ is the ‘transition function’ β−1◦α through Im(α)∩Im(β).

Definition 5.1. We set

eαβ := ι∗αβ(e
−1
β ) ◦ idαβ ◦ eα : TB

α ≃ ι∗αβT
B
β ,

where

(1) eγ , γ = α, β, are the given B-open structures TB
γ := TB

Uγ
≃ ι∗γT

B
X ;

(2) the equivalence idαβ : ι∗αT
B
X ≃ ι∗αβι

∗
βT

B
X is

(Ex(Uα)
α∗−−→ Ex(X) → B) ≃ (Ex(Uα)

(ιαβ)∗−−−−→ Ex(Uβ) → Ex(X) → B),

which is b∗ applied to the canonical equivalence

(Ex(Uα) −→ Ex(X)) ≃ (Ex(Uα) −→ Ex(Uβ) → Ex(X)).

The former is homotopy-over V↪→ via the respective B-open structures,
where the intermediate homotopy that commutes

Ex(Uα)

$$

// Ex(Uβ)

zz

V↪→

classifies the derivative dιαβ : Tα
∼−→ ι∗αβTβ .

Definition 5.2. Let Uα, Uβ be as above and let the inclusion Uα ⊆ Uβ be accom-
panied by an equivalence

eαβ : T
B
α ≃ ι∗αβT

B
β within B-red(α).

We call (Uα ⊆ Uβ , eαβ), or eαβ , ambient-compatible, if there is a 3-equivalence

eαβ ≃ eαβ within JTB
α , ι∗αβT

B
β KB-redα .

The space of ambient-compatible B-inclusions will be denoted by

XB(Uα |Uβ) := JTB
α , ι∗αβT

B
β K/eαβ
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the over-∞-groupoid over eαβ . This is understood to be empty when Uα is not a
subset of Uβ , and to be the point8 when Uα = ∅. Without this restriction, we write

X̂B(Uα |Uβ) := JTB
α , ι∗αβT

B
β K.

5.1. Reductions on the point. Consider the simplest simplest case, U = X = ∗,
and B = S = V↪→ × S

pr−→ V↪→, where S is a space. (One can treat a general
∞-category S similarly.) Then, B-structures on U are the same as points of S,
2-equivalences like eα above are the same as paths in S, and so on. If S is a 1-type,
modding out the 3-equivalences eαβ may be justified. Otherwise, this corresponds
to Postnikov-truncating S to a 1-type.

This observation generalises to the case U = X = Bn an open B-ball whenever
B-red(U) is not a 1-type. For instance, when U is stratified trivially, B-red ≃ B|Rn ,
which is equivalent to BO(n), BSO(n), etc., for typical choices of B.

Example 5.3 (S1-reductions on the ∗.). A further motivation for ambient-compatibility
is that it excludes equivalences eαβ that are not equivalent to eαβ . (This will make
‘ambient B-factorisation algebras’ much more manageable; see below.) This is ap-
parent already in the case Uα = Uβ = X = ∗ and B = S for e.g. S = S1. We have
that pγ := T

S1

γ , γ = α, β,X are points in S1, and the triviality of the inclusions
simplify matters to make eα/β paths pα/β → pX , idαβ the constant path at pX ,
and so eαβ the path pα → pβ that is the (class of the) concatenation eα ∗ e−1

β .
Now, if eαβ is eα ∗ e−1

β concatenated with any nontrivial loop at pβ , then indeed
eαβ : T

B
α ≃ ι∗αβT

B
β , but eαβ ̸≃ eαβ , and so it does not descend to XB(Uα |Uβ).

In this example, XB(Uα |Uβ) is always contractible (in particular, never empty),
corresponding to the fact that S1 is a connected 1-type. Considering all structured
embeddings ∗ → ∗, i.e. X̂B(Uα |Uβ), would here yield a Z’s worth instead.

Next, take a self-embedding ∗′ := ∗ → ∗ of the ambient space with an equivalence
pX′ → pX . Then, an eαX′ is ambient-compatible if and only if eαX′ ≃ e−1

X′ ◦ eα, or
eα ≃ eX′ ◦ eαX′ = e−1

X′X ◦ eαX′ , where eX′X := e−1
X′ is the ‘change of basis’. This

readily lifts to the fact that XB(Uα |Uβ) ≃ X ′B(U ′
α |U ′

β), where U ′
γ is a B-open of

X ′ via e′γ := eXX′ ◦ eγ , where eXX′ := e−1
X′X ≃ eX′ . Slightly more generally, if S is

a connected 1-type, the space of ambient S-factorisation algebras on ∗ (see below)
is a homotopy-π1(S)-torsor, realised by concatenation with eXX′ (see ??).

Example 5.4 (solid reductions on the point). Consider BSO(2) → V∼ → V↪→, with
its right-fibration replacement

sBSO(2) := Ar(V↪→)|BSO(2)
source−−−−→ V↪→,

the induced solid tangential structure. A sBSO(2)-reduction on ∗ is the same as a
rank-2 oriented bundle on ∗, which would be the full-dimensional oriented collar fed
into factorisation homology in the induced fully-extended 2-FFT (which would just
produce the coefficient oriented 2-disk-algebra itself). Incidentally, S1-reductions
and sBSO(2)-reductions on ∗ are equivalent.

8The ∞-groupoid given by the constant complete Segal space at ∗.
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5.2. Factorisation property, I: general compositions. Let Uα ↪→ Uβ ↪→ Uγ

be (stratified) open embeddings. We have a natural composition map

⊛̂ : JTB
β , ι∗βγT

B
γ K × JTB

α , ι∗αβT
B
β K → JTB

α , ι∗αγT
B
γ K,(3)

(eβγ , eαβ) 7→ eαβ⊛̂eβγ := (ι∗αβeβγ) ◦ eαβ ,

where ι∗αβeβγ : ι
∗
αβT

B
β ≃ ι∗αβι

∗
βγT

B
γ = ι∗αγT

B
γ is the induced equivalence on the pulled

back reductions.

When the Ui are not B-opens in an ambient space, ⊛̂ is badly-behaved.As this case
is still of some interest, since it is about plain structured nested open embeddings,
let us briefly examine the behaviour of ⊛̂.

Example 5.5. (1) In order to present a composition that is not an equivalence,
consider S1-reductions on the point, where the domain of ⊛̂ will be a Z×
Z’s worth while its target equivalent to Z, and the fibres of ⊛̂ are non-
contractible. Still, ⊛̂ is essentially surjective.

(2) (with disconnected B) In order to present a composition that is not es-
sentially surjective, pick any disconnected space S = S1 ⨿ S2. Using the
notation of 5.3, take pα, pγ ∈ S1 but pβ ∈ S2. Then, no path eαγ factors
through a path through pβ . In fact, the domain of ⊛̂ is empty.

On the other hand, when B is connected, such examples do no apply, but it is
enough to pick a tangential structure that is a connected ∞-category but not an
∞-groupoid.

Example 5.6 (with connected B). It is again enough to consider Uα = Uβ = Uγ =
X = ∗ in order to present a minimal example. Namely, take B = R≥0, where R≥0

has its boundary stratification,9 or any other Y where the stratifying poset of Y
has a nontrivial arrow (i.e. a subcategory of shape • ⪇ •). Let T

R≥0

α = 0 = T
R≥0

γ ,

and T
R≥0

β = 1. It is enough to write T
R≥0

β ≃ 1, since the former will then never be
stratified-homotopic to 0. It is also for this reason that eαγ ∈ J0, 0K ≃ ∗ does not
factor through 1 via ⊛̂. In fact, both factors in the domain of ⊛̂ are empty.

5.3. Factorisation property, II: compositions in an ambient space. Without
further restriction, ⊛ on B-opens might still have slightly suboptimal behaviour: in
the context of the first point of 5.5, since B is already connected, it is immaterial
that the Ui are specifically B-opens in some X, so the behaviour is the same: the
fibres of ⊛ are nontrivial. In view of 5.4, this is not an artificial example. The
second point of 5.5 becomes a non-example, since all TB

i are now necessarily in
either S1 or S2.

We now observe that ⊛ is well-defined when restricted to ambient-compatible em-
beddings.

9As is customary, we use ‘X’ and ‘Ex(X)’ interchangeably in such contexts; we will also write
‘X → Y ’ while meaning ‘Ex(X) → Ex(Y )’.
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Lemma 5.7. Let Uα ↪→ Uβ ↪→ Uγ be nested B-opens in X. The composition map
of 3 descends to a map

⊛ : XB(Uα |Uβ)×XB(Uβ |Uγ) → XB(Uα |Uγ).

Proof. First, we observe idαβ⊛̂idβγ = ι∗αβ idβγ ◦ idαβ = idαγ . Now, eαβ⊛̂eβγ is the
upper right composition in the diagram

TB
α

eα // ι∗αT
B
X

idαβ
//

idαγ

��

idαβ⊛̂idβγ

&&

ι∗αβι
∗
βT

B
X

ι∗αβe
−1
β

// ι∗αβT
B
β

ι∗αβeβ

��

ι∗αβι
∗
βT

B
X

ι∗αβ idβγ

��

ι∗αγι
∗
γT

B
X

ι∗αγe
−1
γ ++

ι∗αβι
∗
βγι

∗
γT

B
X

ι∗αβι
∗
βγe

−1
γ

��

ι∗αγT
B
γ = ι∗αβι

∗
βγT

B
γ

whereas eαγ is the lower right composition, thus eαγ = eαβ⊛̂eβγ , since all the
inner triangles and the square commute. The statement follows immediately: given
f : eβγ ≃ eβγ , we have ι∗αβf : ι

∗
αβeβγ ≃ ι∗αβeβγ , and given g : eαβ ≃ eαβ , we have

eαβ⊛̂eβγ = ι∗αβeβγ ◦ eαβ ≃g ι∗αβeβγeαβ ≃ι∗αβf
ι∗αβeβγ ◦ eαβ = eαβ⊛̂eβγ = eαγ .

Thus, ⊛̂ descends. □

In particular, ⊛ satisfies a weak factorisation property (not meant in the sense of
Beilinson–Drinfeld; this will be discussed below), which we note for future reference.

Corollary 5.8. Given an ambient-compatible embedding eαγ , we have eαβ ⊛ eβγ ≃
eαγ for any intermediate ambient-compatible embeddings eαβ, eβγ .

We now define the operad whose algebras will be ‘ambient’ prefactorisation algebras
with B-structure.

Definition 5.9. Let OB
X denote the operad whose colours are B-opens, i.e. whose

space10 of colours is given by ∐
ι

B-openX(ι),

where the coproduct is taken over all stratified open embeddings into X, and whose
k-multihoms are given by

OB
X(α1, . . . , αk |β) =

{∏k
i=1 X

B(Uαi
|Uβ) if

∐k
i=1 Uα ⊆ Uβ

∅ else.

10In that B-openX(ι) is an ∞-groupoid for each ι.
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Let a finite disjoint collection α = (α1, . . . , αk) of embeddings be given, as well
as collections βi = (βi1, . . . , βili) for i = 1, . . . , k with intermediate embeddings
ιβα = (ιβilαi)1≤i≤k,1≤l≤li , where ιba : Uβb

↪→ Uαa , such that β = α◦ιβα coordinate-
wise, in the obvious sense. We write OB

X(δ | ϵ) := OB
X(δ1, . . . , δk | ϵ).

We define the general composition

⊛ : OB
X(α | γ)×OB

X(β1 |α1)× · · · ×OB
X(βk |αk) → OB

X(β1, . . . ,βk | γ)

to be the product of the compositions

OB
X(αi, γ)×OB

X(βil, αi) → OB
X(βil, γ)

given by ⊛, using 5.7. Now, OB
X thus defined is a unital operad by asking

ηa : ∗ → OB
X(a, a)

to hit eaa = idTB
a

. It is symmetric using the associator for ×.

We call an OB
X -algebra in T an ambient B-prefactorisation algebra, or a-B-

pFA, on X with values in T.

Here, algebras in T over a coloured operad are meant in the usual sense: they are
operad maps OB

X → T with target the operad induced by the symmetric-monoidal
structure on T by taking

T(t1, . . . , tn | s) := T(t1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ tn, s).

Definition 5.10. Let ÔB
X denote the operad with colours B-opens in X and k-

multihoms

ÔB
X(α1, . . . , αk |β) =

{∏k
i=1 X̂

B(Uαi |Uβ) if
∐k

i=1 Uα ⊆ Uβ

∅ else.

The general composition maps are similarly defined the be the products of the
compositions

⊛̂ : ÔB
X(αi, γ)× ÔB

X(βil, αi) → ÔB
X(βil, γ)

given directly by 3. It has the same unit ηa : ∗ → ÔB
X(a, a) as above, and symmetric

in the same way.

We call an ÔB
X -algebra in T a B-prefactorisation algebra, or B-pFA, on X with

values in T.

Remark 5.11. The ambient/non-ambient distinction is akin to the small/big étale
site distinction on an object. The underlying ‘site’ (we have not yet discussed
a topology) would be StratB-emb of B-spaces with B-embeddings. A factorising
precosheaf on the over-∞-category StratB-emb

/(X,TB
X )

is precisely an ambient B-pFA on

(X,TB
X ). For a given topology on StratB-emb, the induced ‘small étale site’ is

precisely StratB-emb
/(X,TB

X )
with the induced topology. If one ignores the compatibilities

entailed by over-ness in the induced topology, one would have the ‘big’ version.
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5.4. Structured multiplications.

Notation 5.12. Given eβα ∈ OB
X(β |α) (resp. in ÔB

X(β |α)) and an a-B-pFA (resp.
a B-pFA) F , we write

eFβα := F (eβα) : F (β) → F (α).

We briefly note some behaviour familiar from ordinary prefactorisation algebras.

Remark 5.13. Due to 5.8, whenever we have, for F an a-B-pFA, a system

F (b)
eFba

//

eFbc

**
F (a)

eFac

// F (c),

we have eFba ⊛ eFac ≃ eFbc, witnessed by the image under F of the corresponding
equivalence in OB

X(b | c). In particular, denoting by α ∩ β the (embedding of the)
intersection of α, β, we get eFα∩β,γ ≃ eFα∩β,α ⊛ eFαγ as well as eFα∩β,γ ≃ eFα∩β,β ⊛ eFβγ ,
for any such e’s, by setting b = α ∩ β, c = γ and a = α/β.

Example 5.14. If F is only a B-pFA, this need not be true, as already illustrated
by S1- or sBSO(2)-reductions on the point. Another simple but more geometric
(though essentially the same) example is provided by X = R3

| , the euclidean 3-
space with a line defect (see 2.7.2), and B stratified orientations, using the standard
block inclusions SO(k) ↪→ SO(k+1) that extend by 1 in the last coordinate.11 Let
R3

| have its standard orientation, and the line defect, say the z-axis, the induced
orientation, so that we have a well-defined reduction Ex(R3

| ) → B. Consider now
an open ball Bα within an open tubular neighbourhood Zβ of the defect, both
with the induced stratifications, such that Bα does not intersect the defect. (So
Bα is trivially stratified and Zβ has two strata.) We may for some real ϕ, put
the orientation 1 × eiϕ on Bα, and take eα to be 1 × ei(1−t)ϕ concatenated with
a nontrivial loop at 1 × 1 × 1 constant in the first coordinate. If we take eαβ =

1×ei(1−t)ϕ and eβ = id, then eα ̸≃ eαβ⊛̂eβ . Thus, a non-ambient stratified oriented
prefactorisation algebra on R3

| need not have this weak factorisation property. (That
is, eFα , (eαβ⊛̂eβ)

F : F (Bα) → F (R3) need not be equivalent.)

Construction 5.15 (families of structure maps: the ambient-compatible case).
We have

∏k
i=1 X

B(αi |β) ≃ XB(
∐k

i=1 αi |β) for formal reasons. Indeed, for given
eiβ ∈ XB(αi |β), we have

∐
eiβ ≃ e∐αi,β due to e∐αi,β =

∐
eiβ , and the inverse

map is obvious. This gives OB
X(α |β) ≃ OB

X(
∐

αi |β). In particular,

OB
X(α |

∐
αi) ≃ OB

X(
∐

αi |
∐

αi).

Thus, for F an a-B-pFA, we have a canonical map

eF∐αi
:
⊗

F (αi) → F (
∐

αi)

11Warning: This does not describe induced Stokes orientations.
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induced by the unit at
∐

αi. More precisely, e∐αi,
∐

αi
∈ OB

X(
∐

αi |
∐

αi) gives
a family (eαj ,

∐
αi
)j , and thus a family (eFαj ,

∐
αi
: F (αj) → F (

∐
αi))j , which gives

the eF∐αi
above after tensoring this family.

This need not be an equivalence: the operad does not prescribe a map in the
inverse direction; we only know that every other eFαi

coming from OB
X(α |

∐
αi)

will be equivalent to this one.

We note that the composition

⊛ : OB
X(
∐

αi |β)×OB
X(α |

∐
αi) → OB

X(α |β)

prescribes, upon fixing the unit at
∐

αi in the second argument, a family of maps

(4) (e∐αi
⊛−)F : XB(

∐
αi |β) → T(

⊗
F (αi), F (β)).

Note that any other e∐αi
in place of e∐αi

will give an equivalent such map between
mapping spaces. These are the analogues here of the ordinary structure maps of
a prefactorisation algebra. The above is a canonically-specified sector of a larger
space of such maps.

Remark 5.16 (families of structure maps: non-ambient-compatible case). We also
have

∏
X̂B(αi |β) ≃ X̂B(

∐
αi |β), and in the same way we get a map eF :

⊗
F (αi) →

F (
∐

αi) for F a B-pFA. In this case, F may give inequivalent such maps. There-
fore, ÔB

X(α |
∐

αi) ≃ ÔB
X(
∐

αi |
∐

αi) and we can compose ⊛̂ : ÔB
X(
∐

αi |β) ×
ÔB

X(α |
∐

αi) → ÔB
X(αi |β). Now, F may give maps (e∐αi

⊛̂−)F : X̂B(
∐

αi |β) →
T(
⊗

F (αi), F (β)) that may be inequivalent for inequivalent choices of e∐αi
.

6. Locality

We adapt the Čech cosheaf condition. First, by the ‘intersection’ of two B-opens
U, V in X we must mean the limit of the inclusions within StratB-emb, or equival-
ently over (X,TB

X ). It is easily seen that (U ∩V, ι∗UV T
B
X ), is such a limit,12 and from

now on we will suppress this B-reduction in notation. We start with B-versions of
common cosheaf theory notation.

Definition 6.1. Let F be an a-B-pFA on X and U = {Uα}α be a cover of a
B-open U by B-opens. We will call U a B-cover of U . Let PU ⊂

∐
n U

n consist
of families (of any finite size) that are pairwise disjoint.

When U is fixed, we will omit it in notation.

Notation 6.2. For 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1, let Al̂ ∈ PUk denote A ∈ PUk+1 with the
l-component omitted, and similarly for αl̂ ∈ Al̂. We write

⋂
α :=

⋂
αi∈α αi.

Definition 6.3. For k ≥ 0, let

ČF
k (U) := Čk(U ;F ) :=

∐
A∈PUk+1

⊗
α∈A

F

( ⋂
αi∈α

αi

)
.

12One could also induce the B-structure from U or V ; the limiting B-structure is taken in an
∞-groupoid, B-open(ιUV ), so this choice is immaterial.
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Definition 6.4. We set

OB
X(Čn | Čm) :=

∐
ρ∈∆([m],[n])

∏
A∈PUn+1

∏
α∈A

OB
X(∩α | ∩ ρ∗α),

where ρ∗(α) ∈ ρ∗(A) ∈ PUm+1 is α whose indices are restricted along ρ in the
obvious sense.

Definition 6.5. Consider the ∞-category whose objects are the same as those
of ∆, and whose morphism space from [n] to [m] is given by OB

X

(
Čm | Čn

)
, with

compositions
⊛̌ : OB

X(Čm | Čn)×OB
X(Čk | Čm) → OB

X(Čk | Čn),

defined by

(e∩α | ∩ρ∗α)A,α, (e∩β | ∩σ∗β)B,β

7→ (e∩γ |σ∗γ ⊛ eσ∗γ | ρ∗σ∗γ)γ,C

from the (ρ, σ)-component to the σ ◦ρ-component, using, in the noted instance, the
coordinates B = C, A = σ∗C, α = σ∗γ.

We denote by ∆B
X(U) the opposite ∞-category. We will call an object of pSh(∆B

X ;T) =
[∆B

X(U)op,T] a B-simplicial object in T over U .

This ∆B
X(U) is a version of the ordinary simplex category ∆ that reflects the

geometric information we carry, whence the dependence on B and X. We now
arrive at

Definition 6.6. The diagram

Č•(U ;F ) ∈ pSh(∆B
X ;T),

called the a-B-Čech complex of F over U , is defined on objects by

[n] 7→ ČF
n (U),

and on morphism spaces by

(∆B
X)op([n], [m]) = OB

X(Čn | Čm) → T(ČF
n , Č

F
m),

(e∩α | ∩ρ∗α)ρ,A,α 7→ (⊗α∈AeF∩α | ∩ρ∗α : ⊗α∈A F (∩α) → ⊗ρ∗α∈ρ∗AF (∩ρ∗α))A,

where the extension by units

⊗ρ∗α∈ρ∗AF (∩ρ∗(α)) → ⊗β∈ρ∗AF (∩β)) ↪→ ČF
m,

into the ρ∗A ∈ PUm+1 component of ČF
m, is understood if necessary (when ρ is

not injective). Functoriality is immediate by inspection, by virtue of the way ⊛̌ is
defined in terms of ⊛ and of the functoriality of F .

In sum, Č• replaces the ordinary Čech complex, which is a plain simplicial object.
It is a homotopical generalisation in the sense that its ‘0-truncation’ is the ordinary
Čech complex, a statement that we will make precise (in 6.13). This is essentially
trivial, but a necessary sanity check. We start by making precise how we truncate.
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Definition 6.7. Let ∥−∥ (resp. |− |) denote (−1)-truncation (resp. 0-truncation),
that is, ∥C∥ (resp. |C|) is the ∞-category whose hom-spaces are the (−1)-truncations
(resp. 0-truncations) of those of C, with composition defined by composing rep-
resentatives and then taking equivalence classes. For a more general account of
truncations, see [Lur09, §5.5.6].

We (−1)- or 0-truncate ∞-operads by truncating the underlying ∞-categories. The
results are readily checked to be ordinary coloured operads. This is immediate since
we are only (−1)- or 0-truncating.

Definition 6.8. Let O, P be two ∞-operads, and F : O → P be a map. Let O → |O|
be the 0-truncation. We call any pair

(|F | : |O| → P, f : |O| → O|),
with the second coordinate a section of truncation, such that

|O|

|F |
��

f
// O

F
~~

P

homotopy-commutes, a 0-truncation of F . Given a section f, the canonical choice
is |F | = f∗F . This choice, when made, will be clear from context.

We define a 0-truncation of a map between ∞-categories in exactly the same by
removing operadicity conditions.

Recall the operad pFAX of prefactorisation algebras on X. Its objects are (strati-
fied) opens of X, and the multihom from α to β is ∗ if

∐
α ⊆ β, and ∅ otherwise.

Definition 6.9. Let
e : pFAX → OB

X

denote the map given by sending an open β to the B-open (β, β∗TB
X ) with the

identity equivalence to the same B-structure giving the B-open structure, and

pFAX(α |β) ∋ ∗ 7→ (eαi | β)α ∈ OB
X((α,α∗TB

X ) | (β, β∗TB
X ))

if
∐

α ⊆ β.

Lemma 6.10. The map e : pFAX → OB
X defines a suboperad. Moreover, postcom-

position with 0-truncation gives an equivalence

|e| : pFAX
∼−→ |OB

X |.

Proof. The observation, from the proof of 5.7, that eα | β⊛eβ | γ = eα | γ , immediately
implies that e is a suboperad. Since the multihoms of pFAX are (−1)-types and
those of OB

X are connected, the equivalence follows. □

Definition 6.11. By
e∆ : ∆ ↪→ ∆B

X(U)

we denote the map that sends ρ : [n] → [m] to (e∩α | ∩ρ∗α)A,α in the ρ-component
of OB

X(Čm, Čn).
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Lemma 6.12. The postcomposition

|e∆| : ∆ ∼−→ |∆B
X |

of e∆ with 0-truncation is an equivalence.

Proof. Since OB
X(∩α | ∩ ρ∗α) is connected for any A, α ∈ A, the product remains

connected, so that

|OB
X(Čm | Čn)| ≃

∐
∆([n],[m])

∗ ≃ ∆([n], [m]).

This implies that |e∆| : ∆ ∼−→ |∆B
X |, is an equivalence of ordinary categories, whose

functoriality is warranted, for [n]
ρ−→ [m]

σ−→ [k] in ∆, by

|e∆(ρ)⊛̌e∆(σ)| = |(e∩α | ∩ρ∗α)A,α⊛̌(e∩β | ∩σ∗β)B,β|
= |(e∩γ |σ∗γ ⊛ e∩σ∗γ | ∩ρ∗σ∗γ)C,γ | = |(e∩γ | ∩(σ◦ρ)∗γ)C,γ |
= |e∆|(σ ◦ ρ). □

Proposition 6.13. For F an a-B-pFA on X and U a fixed B-cover of a fixed
B-open U , we have

|ČF
• | ≃ Č

|F |
•

in T∆op

.

Proof. The LHS fits into

|∆B
X |

��

|e∆|−1

∼
// ∆

e∆ // ∆B
X

(ČF
• )op

vv
Top

which defines it in T∆op

using 6.12. The truncation |F | fits into

|OB
X |

|e|−1

∼
//

��

pFAX
e //// OB

X

F

uu
T

Up to equivalence, we may collapse |e∆|−1 and |e|−1 so that the statement becomes
the homotopy-commutation of

∆op
(e∆)op

//

Če∗F
•
��

(∆B
X)op

ČF
•zz

T

which is trivial by inspection. □
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Remark 6.14. There are in general inequivalent suboperads pFAX → ÔB
X (in other

words, it need not be true that pFAX ≃ |ÔB
X | unless B is a 0-type such as Z≥0), so

that |F | need not be unique if F is a B-pFA. Still, a non-ambient version ∆̂B
X of ∆B

X

may still be defined using similarly defined hom-spaces ÔB
X(Čn, Čm), yielding a non-

ambient ĈF
• . Then, |e∆| and |e| need not be equivalences, but it is possible, given

a truncation |F |, to find a corresponding Čech truncation such that |ĈF
• | ≃ Č

|F |
• .

Conversely, it is possible, given a truncation |ĈF
• |, to find a corresponding truncation

|F | satisfying the same equivalence.

After this sanity check, we now come to the cosheaf condition.

By a colimit of a functor of ∞-categories, we will mean an initial object, unique
up to contractible choice, in the under-∞-category over that diagram in the target.
An equivalent definition with full detail is given in [Lur22, Tag 02VZ].

We could simply ask colim ČF
• to be equivalent to F (U) for varying U and U as

a cosheaf condition. But this would be useless on two accounts: 1) we would not
have a generic description of a cocone ČF

• → F (U) to compare the two sides; and 2)
we would not know how to use these colimits themselves to define a B-factorisation
algebra from local data, as is commonly done to construct ordinary locally-constant
factorisation algebras. We therefore address this issue now.

Notation 6.15. For k ≥ 0, we write

eFk := (⊗α∈Ae∩α |U )
F
A∈PUk+1 : Č

F
k → F (U),

where the family over A is understood to give a map out of the outer coproduct
over A defining ČF

k .

Proposition 6.16. The collection eF• : ČF
• → F (U) lifts to an object of TČF

• /.

In other words, there is a cocone under ČF
• with cotip F (U) and edges eF• .

Proof. We provide, for each dFn |m := (dF∩α | ∩ρ∗α)ρ,A,α ∈ JČF
n , Č

F
mK in the image of

F out of OB
X(Čn | Čm), a 2-equivalence dn |m commuting

(5)
ČF
n ČF

m

F (U)
eFn eFm

dF
n |m

dn |m

such that for any other fF
n |m ∈ JČF

n , Č
F
mK, there are equivalences commuting

(6)

eFmfF
n |m eFmdFn |m

eFn

fFn |m dF
n |m
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as well as, for each other gFm | k ∈ JČF
m, ČF

k K fitting

(7)

ČF
n ČF

m ČF
k

F (U)

eFn eFm

dF
n |m

eFk

gF
m | k

(gd)Fn | k

dn |m gm | k

dgn | k

where dgn |m is the specified equivalence attached to (gd)Fn | k := gFm | k ◦ dFn |m,
a further 3-equivalence witnessing dgn | k as the corresponding composition of 2-
equivalences, that is, one that commutes

(8)

eFk (gd)
F
n | k eFmdFn |m

eFn

dgn | k dn |m

(dF
n |m)∗gm | k

These two types of data, 6 and 8, must commute in both directions, in the sense
that in each occurrence of maps of type

ČF
n ČF

m ČF
k ,

fF
n |m

dF
n |m

hF
n |m

gF
n |m

there are commutations

(9)

eFk (gf)
F
n | k eFk (gd)

F
n | k

eFn

(eFk gF
m | k)∗−

fgn | k dgn | k

where the horizontal pushforward is applied to the specified horizontal map in 6,
and

(10)

eFk (hd)
F
n | k eFk (gd)

F
n |m

eFn

(eFk dF
n |m)∗−

dhn | k dgn | k

where the horizontal pullback is applied to the specified horizontal map in 6 with f
replaced by h and d replaced by g. This data will exhibit F (U) as a cocone under
ČF
• . From the construction it will be clear that the higher morphisms necessitated

by the existence of this cocone (the (n+1)-morphisms extending the n-morphisms
of ČF

• into the cocone for higher n than already considered) will be trivial.
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Now, we have homotopies d̂∩α | ∩ρ∗α : d∩α | ∩ρ∗α
∼−→ e∩α | ∩ρ∗α specified by the defin-

ition of XB(∩α | ∩ ρ∗α) for each ρ,A,α, which assemble into

d̂n |m ∈ Jdn |m, en |mKOB
X(Čn | Čm)

where (see 6.11)

en |m :=
∏

ρ∈∆([n],[m])

e∆(ρ).

Noting

(11) eFmeFn |m = eFn

by inspection as in the proof of 5.7, we set

dn |m := (eFm)∗d̂
F
n |m : eFmdFn |m

∼−→ eFmeFn |m = eFn .

Any d̂f ∈ Jfn |m, dn |mKOB
X(Čn | Čm) covers en |m along f̂ and d̂, i.e. d̂d̂f ≃ f̂ witnessed

by a specified df , so we have

fF
n |m dFn |m

eFn |m

d̂f
F

f̂F d̂F

dfF

in JČF
n , Č

F
mK,

applying (eFm)∗ to which, by the above and again using 11, gives

eFmfF
n |m eFmdFn |m

eFn

(eFm)∗d̂f

fn |m dn |m

(eFm)∗df
F in JČF

n , F (U)K,

which provides 6. Next, ĝdn | k factors as

(g ◦ d)n | k en | k

em | kdn |m em | ken |m

ĝd

d∗
n |mĝm | k

(em | k)∗d̂n |m

in OB
X(Čn | Čm),

where the right equality follows by inspection as in 6.12. This gives

dgn | k = (eFk )∗(e
F
m | k)∗d̂

F
n |m(dFn |m)∗ĝFm | k = (eFm)∗d̂

F
n |m(dFn |m)∗ĝFm | k.

where we used 11. Concurrently, we have, by construction,

dn |m(dFn |m)∗gm | k = (eFm)∗d̂
F
n |m(dFn |m)∗ĝFm | k

which provides 8 simply as a composition diagram (see 4.1 regarding the choice).
The commutations 9 and 10 follow analogously as composition diagrams. This
implies that the higher simplices in the cocone are trivial, as advertised. □
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Remark 6.17. This construction is impossible without defining XB(−,−) as an
over-∞-category; if it was only a homotopy fibre, paths incompatible over the
equivalences to the respective e would have to be admitted, but then the vertex-
wise eF• would not be liftable to a cocone in general, unless each reduction space
B-red is a 0-type. Working with good covers, one can relax (!) this condition to B

being a 0-type.

A B-cover is factorising if its underlying cover is factorising.

Definition 6.18. We call an a-B-pFA F on a stratified B-space X with coefficients
in T an ambient B-factorisation algebra or a-B-FA, if, for all B-opens U and
every factorising B-cover U of U , F (U) ∈ TČF

• (U)/ as specified in Prop. 6.16 is
initial.

We may restrict to ‘B-Galois theory’ by considering locally-constant a-B-FAs, ap-
propriately defined. The following definitions are direct adaptations from ordinary
factorisation algebra theory, and are morally a substitute for the local constancy
condition on the rank of a (co)sheaf of modules.

Definition 6.19. A B-disk of index k in a B-space X is a B-open of type
(Rk ×C(L), TB)

ι,eι−−→ X, where, for X of dimension n, L has dimension n− k − 1.

It is understood that dimension −1 implies empty. For a nontrivial example, take
X to be the halfplane R × R≥0 with boundary ≃ R. Taking k = 1 and L = ∗ so
that C(L) ≃ [0, 1), the map ι : R × C(L) ↪→ X, (x, t) 7→ (x, t) is a plain disk of
index 1. Promoting this to a B-open would give a B-disk of index 1.

Definition 6.20.

7. Additivity - this will be expanded and put somewhere else

It was conjectured by Ginot [Gin15] and Ayala [private communication] that locally-
constant factorisation algebras on a product stratified space should satisfy an ad-
ditivity property, also known as ‘exponential property’, or ‘Fubini law’, similar to
Dunn–Lurie additivity. Recall (see e.g. Ginot, op. cit.) that the latter reduces
to such a Fubini law for such FAs on the trivially-stratified product space Rn via
Lurie’s theorem that the ∞-categories of Ek-algebras and locally-constant factor-
isation algebras on Rk are equivalent.

This is not true, without further qualification, even with variframings which would
be one direct generalisation of the ordinary setting since Ek-algebras and framed
k-disk algebras are equivalent.

Counterexample. Take X = R3
| , which is R3 with a line defect X0, and X1 =

R3 \X0. (See 2.12.2 for a description of the stratified tangent bundle on this space.)
In the context of example 4.10, take U = X, ι = id, and let T vfr

U , T vfr
X be two

variframings on X. (Even though U = X, we consider ι as just giving a stratified
open embedding.) Up to contractible choice, each variframing is determined by a
homotopy between the bundle maps

f, 03−1 : ε1 ↪→ ε3 over S1,
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which is equivalent to the link, where f is part of the data of the tangent bundle,
and 03−1 embeds, fibrewise, as the first coordinate. Let a, b : f → 03−1 be the
homotopies determined by T vfr

U , T vfr
X , respectively. An equivalence eι : T

vfr
U → T vfr

X

will be determined, again up to contractible choice, by a homotopy H : a → b.

Now, since ε1 has rank 1, f and 03−1 are both determined by the point in R3 \ {0}
they send 1 ∈ R to, at each point on the base S1. Thus, they are maps

f, 03−1 : S1 → S2.

In fact, 03−1 is the constant loop at 1 ∈ S2. We may assume, since S2 is connected,
that f hits 1, so it is another such loop. Now, H will give an equality [a] = [b] in
π2(S

2) ̸= ∗, and in fact, there may be inequivalent such H, since π3(S
2) ̸= ∗. (One

has these nontrivialities already in [Cur69]: see the last sentence therein. Currently,
it is known that πn(S

2) ̸= ∗ for n ≥ 2; see [IMW16].

On the other hand, write R3
| = R × R2

∗, where R2
∗ is R2 with a point defect ∗.

One can transfer a given variframing on either side to the other, so we can say
R3

| is isomorphic as a variframed stratified space to the RHS, with the transferred
variframing. Additivity would state, with target symmetric-monoidal ∞-category
T , that

vfr-FA(R3
| ; T ) ≃ vfr-FA(R; vfr-FA(R2

∗; T )),

ambient-compatible version or otherwise. In the outer category on the RHS, we have
only two framings (=variframings), and having picked the induced one from R3

| (say
one that induces the canonical (rightward) framing on R), all of the equivalences
between them are trivial by virtue of GL+(1) being a (−1)-type (and so in particular
a 0-type). In the inner category, similarly to the above, just the self-equivalences
of T vfr

R2
∗

are determined (even if one fixes the framings on the individual strata and
their self-equivalences to be identities, like implicitly done above) by homotopies
between homotopies between the maps g, 02−1 : S1 → S1,13 with g again coming
from the stratified tangent bundle. But the higher homotopy groups of S1 are
trivial.

8. Pushforwards

The ordinary factorisation homology of a (structured) disk-algebra is evaluated on
a manifold M (of the same local type) by evaluating the pushforward factorisation
algebra on the point under the final map M → ∗. This is also the basis of the
face maps in the Morita category of En-algebras, expressed in terms of ordinary
stratified factorisation algebras on stratifications of Rn. This is inappropriate in
the structured context; ∗ need not even be in StratB, the ∞-category of stratified
B-spaces with B-maps. Thus, we first consider ‘structured points’.

Definition 8.1. The classifying space of the tangential structure b : B → V↪→ is
a stratified space B together with equivalences

• Ex(B) ≃ B,

• TB ≃ b.

It is a B-space with tBB := idB, and with tBB the equivalence in the second point.

13The link is again equivalent to S1, but we have ε2 as the target bundle instead.
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Lemma 8.2. The classifying space, if it exists, is final in StratB.

Proof. Any B-space (X,TB
X ) comes with a map tBX : Ex(X) → Ex(B). Since Ex

is fully faithful, there exists a unique (up to contractible choice) map t : X → B
with Ex(t) = tBX . In fact, t promotes to a B-map via et presented as follows:
Ex(t)∗TB ≃ (tBX)∗b ≃tBX

TX provides et, and ϵt = id works due to Ex(t)∗tBB = tBX .
Thus, every B-space admits a B-map to B.

Let now (s, es) : X → B be another B-map. Then, ϵs : tBX ≃ Ex(s)∗tBB = Ex(s),
but then Ex(s) ≃ Ex(t), so s ≃ t, since Ex is fully faithful. Now, to compare ϵs
and ϵt = id, consider diagram 2 in the proof of 4.5. In this context it reads, after
substituting s ≃ t,

(12)

(tBX)∗b

(tBX)∗TB

b∗t
B
X TX

et

(tBX)∗tBB

b∗ϵs

tBX

es

where tBB is the inverse of the chosen equivalence TB ≃ b. Since et is given (by
construction) by (tBX)∗(tBB)

−1, the vertical composition is in fact tBX . Thus, b∗ϵs ≃ id
via es. In fact, since we rewrote b∗t

B
X in the top vertex, we see in particular ϵs ≃ id.

We simultaneously also have es ≃ et, and so (s, es) ≃ (t, et). Thus, B is final. □

In particular, the classifying space is well-defined up to isomorphism of B-spaces,
not up to homotopy equivalence.

Example 8.3. Let B = B∗ ≃ ∗, b : ∗ 7→ Rn, classify n-framings. Then B = Rn

satisfies TB = b, while ∗ itself would not.

This explains why a fully-extended functorial field theory with solid n-framigs can
be provided by an n-framed factorisation algebra on Rn with its canonical framing.

Remark 8.4. Ordinary factorisation homology is the case of no geometry, which is
not a tangential structure! No geometry is given by the trivial (singleton) stack on
the site of spaces, and any map is structure-preserving by the equality of the pulled
back point over the target to the point over the domain. For this to be tangential,
one would need a B → V↪→ such that for any TX : Ex(X) → V↪→ we have T ∗

XB ≃ ∗.
Sections of the corresponding stack over X (or the fibration over the enter path
category Entr(X) = Ex(X)op upon straightening) are precisely B-structures on
X. This firstly requires B ≃ ∗, but then this structure is n-framings for some n. A
manifold of some other dimension would not have this structure.

Asking for solid n-framings already complicates matters immensely.
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9. Structured collapse

10. Poisson structures
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